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Overview:
Everyone is keen to improve the productivity and profitability of an
organisation by focusing on the areas they are comfortable and familiar.
To be successful, one must identify which are when focused will give the
maximum results with minimum strain. Many MSMEs and even large
Corporates fail to realis that the Supply Chain area gives the
opportunity to make or mar any company since the major spends even
to the extent of 70% is from the SCM arena. Any successful organisation
therefore has started focusing on this key area of SCM. Vendor
Management is the nucleus of SCM and initial time and energy spent on
properly identifying the vendor base scientifically and managing them
dynamically is the secret of quick success. This workshop will cover
various vital practical ways to identify effective vendors and manage
them properly from time to time to enhance productivity and resultant
profitability by improving Customer delight.



Session Content:
Definition of Vendor Management.
Understand the paradigm shift from conventional Purchasing
to integrate SCM.
To understand the various stages of Vendor Management.
Plotting the Dependency Matrix between the buyer and
seller.
Vendor Rating and feedback mechanism.
Improve Supplier Relationship Management (SRM)
Risk Management in Vendor Development.
Case Study on effective Vendor Management



For Whom?

Heads of Department,
Managers-Purchasing and SCM executives,
Store managers and executives,
Production managers and executives,
Consultants from all functional areas.

Key Takeaways:

At the end of the workshop, you will be able to:

Aware of the changed role of SCM Managers.
Apply effective Management techniques to identify long term vendors.
Enhance Vendor relationship by proper feedback mechanism.
Identify and mitigate any possible risks of a poor Vendor selection and
Management.
Play a crucial role in budgeting and minimize line stoppers



N Swayambhu, SCM Consultant, has an experience of over three decades in
all SCM functions in Corporate Manufacturing Industries and have trained
many SCM Professionals to effectively Manage and optimise their Vendor
Base. He is a Mechanical Engineer from Guindy Engineering and has done
Post Graduate Diploma in Materials Management . Has been a guide to
several students of SCM Courses and also supported Doctoral research in
SCM . Has hands on experience in working with Corporates and MSMEs to
identify their weak areas and help in bridging the same for overall
improvement. He is Former Chairman of Indian Institute of Materials
Management and has conducted several workshops for Management
forums like IIMM, MMA, CII etc.,

FACILITATOR



Fee Details: Highly Subsidized Fee
of Rs. 699/-
(Incl. 18% GST)

For Registration, Mail us to
mma@mmachennai.org with
Your Name, Contact Number & E-Mail ID 
(Please await our advice before making Payment)




